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Constraint dependence of average potential energy of a passive
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We quantify the mean potential energy of a passive colloidal particle harmonically confined in a bacterial solution
using optical traps. We find that the average potential energy of the passive particle depends on the trap stiffness, in contrast
to the equilibrium case where energy partition is independent of the external constraints. The constraint dependence of
the mean potential energy originates from the fact that the persistent collisions between the passive particle and the active
bacteria are influenced by the particle relaxation dynamics. Our experimental results are consistent with the Brownian
dynamics simulations, and confirm the recent theoretical prediction.
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1. Introduction
Active matter systems, ranging from macroscopic scales
including flocks of birds, shoals of fish to microscopic scales
including swarming of bacteria, migrating cells, artificial colloidal particles, consist of self-propelling units that can convert ambient or stored energy into persistent motion. [1–17] Because of this unique property, active matter systems exhibit
many unusual behaviors not found in passive systems, such
as complex collective motions, [18–25] motility-induced phase
separation, [26–28] or abnormal effective interactions. [29–32]
Recently, a growing effort has been devoted to exploring the statistical physics of passive particles immersed in an
active bath. [29–38] In the system consisting of passive particles and active microswimmers, the swimmers produce nonthermal forces on the passive particle. Under the influence of
the active fluctuations, a passive tracer in an active bath exhibits drastically different behaviors from a passive Brownian
particle in a thermal bath. [39–41] Some fundamental thermodynamic quantities and relations are affected by the presence
of the non-equilibrium fluctuations associated with the selfpropulsions of the active particles. By generalizing the energy equipartition to the out-of-equilibrium systems, Claudio
Maggi et al. proposed a theoretical formula for the average
potential energy of a passive particle under a harmonic con-

straint in an active bath, and showed that the mean potential
energy of the passive particle depends on the trap stiffness. [42]
This scenario is fundamentally different from the equilibrium
situation. Experimentally, however, no clear evidence of this
constraint dependence has been reported, except measurement
performed under a single constant constraint stiffness.
In this work, we experimentally study the dynamics of a
passive particle optically trapped in a bacteria bath. The stiffness coefficient of the optical trap can be systematically varied
by tuning the power of the optical tweezers. We first analyze
the position distribution of the passive particle in the optical
trap, which clearly deviates from the Boltzmann distribution
in equilibrium state. Furthermore, the average potential energy
of the passive particle is measured for different trap stiffness
coefficients, and it shows a significant dependence on the trap
stiffness, which agrees with the Brownian dynamics simulation and is consistent with the previous theoretical prediction.
Our results also indicate that the energy equipartition cannot
be trivially extended to the active systems.

2. Experimental method
E. coli bacteria (MG1655) with the length of ∼ 2.5 µm
and the diameter of ∼ 0.6 µm are grown overnight at 37 ◦C
on Luria–Bertani (LB) solid medium, after which the E.coli
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3. Calibration of the stiffness coefficient of the
optical trap
The stiffness coefficient k depends on the laser intensity
of the optical trap, and is calibrated by measuring the distribution of the trapped PS particle in the absence of bacteria. In
thermal equilibrium, the displacement of the particle trapped
in a harmonic potential is governed by a Boltzmann distribution
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with kB the Boltzmann constant. Figure 2(a) plots the particle position distribution with respect to the trap center in the x
and y directions. The measured distribution can be well fitted
with Eq. (1), from which the k can be extracted. Meanwhile,
the perfect coincidence between the curves for two directions
suggests that the strength of the optical trap is isotropic.
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bacteria are transferred from the solid medium to standard LB
liquid medium (3 ml) and incubated for 4 h (37 ◦C, 200 rpm
shaker bath) to achieve strong activity with an averaged speed
of ∼ 20 µm/s. The polystyrene (PS) beads with the diameter
of 3 µm are synthesized according to the method reported by
Paine et al. [43] and stabilized by polyvinyl pyrrolidone. The
E. coli bacteria dispersions are mixed with the PS bead solutions and loaded into a glass cell with a thickness of 30 µm.
The dimensionless self-propelling force of the bacteria can
be estimated as FkdBσTs = 19.3, where Fd and σs are the selfpropelling force and diameter of the bacteria, respectively. A
PS particle is then randomly chosen and trapped by an optical
tweezer near the upper glass surface (Fig. 1(a)), with low laser
intensities so that the concentration and motility of the E. coli
cells around the PS particle are not affected by the optical trap.
To achieve high activity of the bacteria, the temperature of the
glass cell is maintained at 37 ◦C by a resistive objective heater
(Bioptechs). The PS particle experiences a confined active
Brownian motion due to the combining effects of the thermal
stochastic force and intermittent collisions from the bacteria.
The images of the particles and bacteria are acquired on an
inverted optical microscopy with a 100× magnification objective and recorded at 50 frames/s by a CCD camera (IDS uEye
SE). A representative image of the PS particle constrained in
the optical trap in the bacteria solution is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Though the contour of the PS particle is slightly out of focus,
the position of the particle can be precisely recognized as the
center of the Gaussian light blob.
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Fig. 2. (a) Position distribution of the passive particle in an optical trap
in x and y directions without bacteria, where the extracted stiffness k is
2.65 pN/µm. Blue and red lines are fits with Eq. (1) for x and y directions, respectively. (b) Exponential fit (red line) of the radial position
distribution measured in experiment (black circles) in a semi-log plot,
where N is the total number of frames.

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of experiment system. The observing
plane and center of optical trap are marked with dashed lines. (b) The
image of PS particle optically trapped in a bacteria solution acquired by
a 100× magnification objective.

The centroids of the PS particle are extracted using particle tracking techniques developed by Crocker and Grier. [44] In
the linear response regime of the optical trap, the potential energy of beads equals to 12 khr2 i, where hr2 i is the mean square
of the bead’s displacement from the center of the trap and k is
the stiffness coefficient of the optical trap. The mean potential
energy U is taken over 10000 frames of particle positions in
experiment. By tuning the laser power of the optical trap, we
obtain the U as a function of k for various PS particle sizes and
bacteria densities.

We can then plot the logarithmic radial position distribution as a function of 𝑟 2 (Fig. 2(b)), where NP (r) is the counting recorded near 𝑟. The red line is the linear fit to the experiment data, and the slope of the red line corresponds to 2k−k
.
BT
Through the same procedure, we thus determine the trap stiffness coefficients for a series of different laser intensities.

4. Position distribution of the passive particle
optically trapped in an active bath
We first compare the position distribution of an optically
trapped passive particle in active and passive baths. The pas-
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Fig. 3. Position distribution of the passive particle along x direction
in an active bath (red open squares) and a passive bath (blue open circles) in an optical trap with constraint stiffness k = 0.90 pN/µm (a) and
3.15 pN/µm (b). Blue and red lines are fits with Gaussian functions.
The packing fraction of bacteria is 0.032 and the size of the passive
particle is 3 µm.

In thermal equilibrium, the distribution of a particle
trapped in a harmonic potential can be fitted to a Gaussian
function as presented in Eq. (1). For the trapped particle in a
passive bath, we show that the particle distribution can indeed
be well fitted to a Gaussian function, as plotted in Fig. 3 (blue
lines). For the active bath, on the other hand, the particle distribution cannot be satisfactorily fitted to a Gaussian function,
and deviates significantly at large displacements (red lines in
Fig. 3). Such non-Gaussian distributions often exist for active
systems, and have been observed in other experiments. [45,46]
The non-Gaussian distribution of the particle positions originates from the persistent push from the bacteria. In particular,
when the relaxation time of the harmonic trap τtrap is shorter
than the persistent time of the bacteria τbac , [46] the bacteria can
continuously push the passive particle to displacements not accessible to thermal fluctuations. Here τtrap is given by the friction coefficient of the passive particle over constraint stiffness
γ/k. In our experiments, τtrap is estimated to be ∼ 10−2 s,
shorter than τbac (∼ 1 s). When τtrap > τbac , the characteristic length of the tracer persistent motion induced by the active
collisions from the bacteria is smaller than that of the optical
trap, such that the trajectory of the tracer in a weak trap is

Brownian-like but with a larger diffusion coefficient, thus the
Gaussian distribution recovers.

5. The influence of constraint on the average potential energy of the passive particle
We explore the influence of constraint stiffness k on the
average potential energy U by varying the stiffness coefficient
of the optical trap. The measured average potential energy U
as a function of k for various bacterial packing fractions ρ is
plotted in Fig. 4(a). Here, U and k are nondimensionalized by
the system parameters as U/kB T and kσs2 /kB T , respectively.
As plotted in Fig. 4(a), for all the concentrations of bacteria
(ρ = 0.017, 0.032, and 0.050), the average potential energy of
the passive particle exceeds the equilibrium value of kB T , as
the bacteria can push the trapped PS particle to larger displacements as shown in Fig. 3. For a given concentration, the potential energy of the trapped particle decreases with the trap stiffness k. For comparison, we measure the potential energy in
the samples with dead bacteria treated by ultraviolet rays (passive curve in Fig. 4(a)), and U nearly remains unchanged with
the increase of k. The potential energy obtained in the passive
bath is still slightly above kB T , as a few bacteria survive the
ultraviolet treatment and slightly contribute to the additional
potential energy of the PS particle. For the whole range of k in
Fig. 4(a), U increases with ρ, as higher concentration of active
swimmers enhances the collision frequency between the particle and active swimmers, thus strengthens the overall active
force exerted on the passive particle. The above results clearly
indicate that the average potential energy of a passive particle
in an active bath strongly depends on the constraint, significantly different from the case of a thermal bath in which U is
constant and is independent of external constraints.


U/kBT

sive sample consists of a dead bacteria solution which is obtained by treating the bacteria with excessive ultraviolet rays,
and it thus is in equilibrium state. Figure 3(a) plots the distribution of the passive particle along x axis under the constraint
stiffness of 0.90 pN/µm. The range of movement of the passive particle is within −0.60 µm < x < 0.60 µm in the active
bath (red open squares) and −0.30 µm < x < 0.30 µm for the
passive case (blue open circles). The probability near the trap
center (x = 0.0 µm) in the active bath is lower than that in
the passive case. The wider distribution of the passive particle
trapped in the active bath than in the thermal bath is due to the
fact that the passive particle can be pushed further away from
the trap center due to the persistent collisions with the bacteria, compared to the case of the thermal bath. Similar results
are also observed in the case where the constraint stiffness is
3.15 pN/µm in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 4. The average potential energy U/kB T as a function of external
constraint kσs2 /kB T for various bacterial packing fractions ρ in experiment (a) and simulation (b). The particle size is 5σs in (a) and 3σs in
(b). The passive curves correspond to the inactive bacteria sample.

The constraint-dependence of the average potential energy in an active bath is verified by Brownian dynamics simulations. The simulation system consists of one large passive
particle constrained in a harmonic trap and 2000 small selfpropelling active Brownian particles. The dimensionless selfpropelling force of the active particles is taken as FkdBσTs = 20,
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U (k) = kB T +

A
,
1 + Bk

(2)

A
where the second term 1+Bk
results from the active noise, and
A and B are the parameters of the active noise. The theoretical
formula illustrates that the active contribution to the potential
energy is inversely proportional to the constraint stiffness k,
which is consistent with our intuitive explanation above.
In equilibrium, the potential energy of a tracer particle
is independent of the mass or the size of the particle. In the
active bath, we show that the average potential energy also depends on the size ratio between the passive tracer and the active swimmers. Figure 5(a) plots the potential energy of the PS
particles of different sizes in the bacteria solution with packing fraction ρ = 0.05. The potential energy U increases with
the particle size. Similar trend is recovered in simulations with

tracers of different diameters. The dependence of the potential
energy on the particle size is explained as follows. Particles
with larger interaction areas can simultaneously collide with
more bacteria, which on average exert greater forces on the
passive particle. Under the persistent push of more bacteria,
larger particles can deviate farther from the optical center, thus
have greater potential energy, under the same trap stiffness.
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Fig. 5. The average potential energy U/kB T as a function of external constraint kσs2 /kB T for various particle sizes in experiment (a) and
simulation (b). ρ is 0.050 for (a) and 0.30 for (b).
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comparable to the bacteria in the experiments. The orientation of the active particle evolves according to rotational diffusion, while the rotational degree of freedom of the passive
tracer is not taken into account. Figure 4(b) plots U/kB T as
a function of kσs2 /kB T , and different curves represent different packing fractions of the active swimmers. The passive
case, where the self-propelling force of the active particles is
switched off, is also plotted for comparison. In agreement with
the observations in experiment, the average potential energy of
the passive sphere in the simulations also decreases with the
trap constraint, and remains higher than kB T . The relatively
larger concentrations of the active swimmers in simulations
(ρ = 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40) than in experiments (ρ = 0.017,
0.032, and 0.050) is due to the fact that the simulation is performed in a purely two-dimensional (2D) system, while the
experimental system is three-dimensional (3D). For the experiments, an effective 2D concentration can be estimated by
considering the 3D collisions from the active swimmers. The
effective concentration thus obtained is comparable to that in
the simulations.
The dependence of the average potential energy on constraint in the active systems can be explained by the active
interactions between the passive particle and surrounding active swimmers. When colliding with the swimmer, the passive
particle may reach a maximum deviation from the trap center,
∆r = 𝐹 /k, where the friction vanishes. Due to force balance
between 𝐹 and the restoring force from the trap, the active
contribution to the average potential energy can be estimated
as 12 k∆r2 = 𝐹 2 /2k, inversely proportional to the trap stiffness
coefficient. The total mean potential is thus kB T + 𝐹 2 /2k.
Note that this simple picture is valid for large k, otherwise the
bacteria may reorientate and swim away before reaching the
maximum displacements. Following Ref. [42], the average
potential energy of the passive particle harmonically trapped
in an active bath can be calculated by
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Fig. 6. The average potential energy of the passive tracer U/kB T as a
function of external constraint kσs2 /kB T for various self-propelled force
Fd σs
kB T in simulation. The particle size ratio is 3:1 and the packing fraction
ρ is 0.30.

We finally perform simulation to explore the constraint
dependence of the average potential energy for various driving forces of the active swimmers. As plotted in Fig. 6, for all
the driving forces ( FkdBσTs = 20, 30, 40, and 50), the constraintdependent mean potential energies are found, compared with
the passive case ( FkdBσTs = 0). In addition, the potential energy
increases with the driving force, as a result of enhancement
of the interaction between the passive tracer and active swimmers.

6. Conclusion
We measure the average potential energy of a passive particle in an active bath using optical trap experiments and computer simulations. We find that the average potential energy
of a trapped tracer particle clearly deviates from the energy
equi-partition theorem in the equilibrium case. The potential energy decreases with trap stiffness, while remains above
kB T . The distribution of the particle position in an active bath
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exhibits non-Gaussian characteristics, with wider range than
the equilibrium case, thus indicating higher potential energy.
The measured potential energy increases with the concentration and driving force of the active swimmers, and the size of
the passive particle. The inverse dependence of the potential
energy on the trap stiffness can be qualitatively understood by
the force balance between the persistent self-propelling force
of the active swimmers and the restoring force of the trap. Our
results thus provide unambiguous experimental and simulation
evidences for previous theoretical prediction.
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